Activity Sheets

LEARNING • ENJOYMENT • COMMUNITY
Books About the Ocean and Ocean Life
Songs, Games, and Activities

The Waves On the Beach from More Simply Super Storytimes
(Sing to the tune “The Wheels on the Bus”)
The waves on the beach go up and down,
Up and down, up and down,
The waves on the beach go up and down,
All day long.
The crabs on the beach run back and forth...all day long
The clams on the beach go open and shut...all day long
The jellyfish on the beach goes wibble, wobble, wibble...
   all day long!

Make up your own verses and actions.
This song is also very fun to act out with scarves!

Here is the Sea
Here is the sea, the wavy sea
Here is my boat,
And here is me
All of the fishes
Down below
Wiggle their tails
And away they go.

Stretch Game: Sea Life Pictures and Dice!
Find pictures of animals that live in the ocean.
You could look for them in a book or magazine, print out pictures from the web,
draw your own sea animals,
and use some of the pictures in this activity packet!.
Find some dice from another game in your home.
To play the game, think about how each of the animals
from your pictures might move.
    Then, toss the dice to
see how many times you get to move like each animal.
Here are a few ideas for moves -
   ·Whale = jump up out of the water!
      ·Octopus = wiggle your arms
   ·Sea Turtle = make your arms glide
   ·Sea Otter = float on your back
   ·Stingray = spread your arms out as wide as you can and float
      Fish = Make your hands swim

Dolphin Banana Snack
What you need:
   1 banana per child
Small fruit (grapes, blueberries, or strawberries)
Plastic cup and butter knife
Markers

Leave the banana peeled and slice it in half. You want to use the half of the banana with the stem -
   this is the dolphin’s mouth! Cut into the stem to make the mouth.
Draw eyes on either side. Put fruit into a plastic cup and then place the dolphin banana in the cup too.
Give the dolphin banana a grape to eat!
Color by Number

Match the numbers in the pictures to their colors above.
UNDER THE SEA
connect each picture with its other half
Under the Sea

Draw animals found under the sea!
How many animals are in each box? Color the correct number!
COUNTING FISH

Count each animal and color the number of squares to match how many of each fish you find.

Puffer Fish
Clownfish
Whale
Seahorse
Jellyfish
Sea turtle
SUMMER HOLIDAY

You’re going on a summer holiday!
Draw what you would take with you?
Can you find 7 differences between these pictures? Color what you find.
SUMMER
SYMMETRY DRAWING

Use the grid to draw the other side of the image:
octopus
sea horse